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Abstract 
Physicians’ narratives of their own experiences of illness can be a kind of 
empathic bridge across the divide between a professional healer and a 
sick patient. This essay considers ways in which physicians’ narratives of 
their own and family members’ experiences of cancer shape encounters 
with patients and patients’ experiences of illness. It analyzes ethical 
dimensions of physicians’ narratives (such as those by Atul Gawande, 
Siddhartha Mukherjee, and Paul Kalanithi) and of reflective writing in 
medical education. It also compares illness narratives written by 
physicians-turned-patients to those written by patients without medical 
training in order to explore questions of who ultimately benefits from 
these narratives and whether these narratives can engender greater 
empathy between clinicians and patients. 

 
Introduction 
Binary thinking has been characteristic of Western culture since the time of Plato and 
Socrates [1], and the same holds true in today’s scientific and medical cultures. These 
dichotomies range from the body and mind and the normal and the pathological to—
most importantly in health care—the patient’s subjectivity and the physician’s presumed 
objectivity (based in scientific observation and analysis) and the perceived power of the 
physician and the patient’s relative powerlessness and vulnerability. This paper 
examines ways in which this kind of dualistic thinking can create distance between 
physicians and patients. This distance, which can develop into a chasm of 
incomprehension and miscommunication, often derives from fundamental differences in 
ways of thinking and knowing, beginning with a healthy physician’s difficulty imagining 
an experience of illness. 
 
Physicians are assumed and expected to be healthy in order to care for sick patients, an 
ironic conception given their high rates of mental illness and suicide [2-4]. The notion of 
“self-care,” a topic of increasing interest in medical culture [5-7], derives from the 
tendency of physicians to neglect their own health and deny their susceptibility to illness, 
a tendency driven by a culture that perpetuates the myth of the impervious physician [8, 
9]. Popular narratives like the 1991 movie The Doctor reflect our culture’s struggle with 
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the effects of binary thinking in health care. The title character, an arrogant surgeon, 
echoes the popular view that empathy and expertise are incompatible when he tells his 
residents, “I’d rather you cut straight and cared less.” When he develops throat cancer, 
his own encounter with illness transforms him into a professional who deeply values 
empathy [10]. The protagonist in The Doctor provides a popular representation of the 
personal transformation that enables some physicians to both embody the stoic—and, 
at times, super-heroic—physician and embody, or at least empathize with, the 
vulnerable patient. Bridging this gap requires a change in thinking, in action, and, 
importantly, in one’s sense of identity. This essay explores the role that illness 
experiences and illness narratives can play by promoting humility and engendering a 
radical shift in perspective. 
 
Bridging the Chasm 
The physician who becomes ill and learns empathy from it is a compelling cultural figure 
who can break down the binary, drawing on her subjective experience of illness to guide 
her objective thinking—with compassion. Suzanne Fiala, a physician with bipolar 
disorder, has eloquently observed that “being personally intimate with pain and suffering 
has been translated into an ability to reach out to my patients at a deep level of 
connection and caring” [11]. 
 
Arthur W. Frank, a medical sociologist who survived a heart attack and then cancer, 
wrote At the Will of the Body: Reflections on Illness, a memoir [12], and The Wounded 
Storyteller: Body, Illness, and Ethics [13], which analyzes others’ illness narratives. In 
Frank’s work, illness narratives effect the translation that Fiala describes; stories of 
sickness build connections among those who share the condition of vulnerability. The 
premise of The Wounded Storyteller is that the experience of illness is a form of suffering 
that engenders empathy: “The wounded storyteller is anyone who has suffered and lived 
to tell the tale…. a fragile human body and a witness to what endures” [14]. The story of 
illness breaches a chasm that may otherwise exist between the well and the sick and the 
physician and patient; the illness narrative forms “the common bond of suffering that 
joins bodies in their shared vulnerability” [15]. 
 
Patients—and readers in general—yearn for literary experiences that bridge the chasm 
between experience and expertise, subjective suffering and objective knowledge. In Atul 
Gawande’s best-selling book, Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End [16], the 
physician-author writes about his father’s experience of cancer. This account and the 
stories of other family members and patients structure Gawande’s exploration of 
approaches to aging, illness, and the end of life. Here the physician-author’s role as 
listener and witness to stories forges a connection with his readers. Pulitzer-Prize-
winning author and oncologist Siddhartha Mukherjee reinforces story as a bond with 
patients when he tells journalists that his bestselling book, The Emperor of All Maladies: A 
Biography of Cancer [17], is written for a patient with stomach cancer who told him, “I 
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need to know what it is that I’m battling” in order to fight [18]. Mukherjee’s commitment 
to bridging the divide involves listening to his patients’ stories and collaborating in telling 
them as a means of healing: “A patient, long before he becomes the subject of medical 
scrutiny, is, at first, simply a storyteller, a narrator of suffering…. To relieve an illness, one 
must begin, then, by unburdening its story” [19]. Mukherjee sees medicine as “a 
narrative form, in which patients tell stories to doctors, and doctors digest and 
deconstruct and offer a new story to the patient” [20]. This act, creating a bond with 
patients through storytelling, is fundamental to the discipline of the health humanities 
and to narrative medicine [21, 22], which view the ability to understand and respond 
with sensitivity and insight to patients’ stories as fundamental to healing. 
 
The Sick Healer 
One might conclude, then, that the ideal healer would be the physician who has personal 
experience with illness and thus the ability to tell the story from the patient’s 
perspective, like Gawande. One possible exemplar is found in the widely acclaimed and 
posthumously published memoir When Breath Becomes Air by physician Paul Kalanithi 
[23], who wrote of the transformation of power and position wrought by the discovery 
that he had inoperable cancer. “Instead of being the pastoral figure aiding a life 
transition,” Kalanithi recalls, “I found myself the sheep, lost and confused” [24]. Best-
selling physician illness narratives capture the popular imagination with the specter of 
the heroic physician, the “pastoral figure,” as Kalanithi puts it, rendered even more 
mythically powerful because of being wounded by illness and thus possessing genuine 
empathy. The fact of Kalanithi’s mortality—that he writes fully aware that he will not 
survive his cancer—serves as an antidote to a traditional barrier to physician empathy, 
namely, the deeply embedded belief that the role of the physician is to cure and that 
anything else implies loss of control and failure [25]. 
 
Yet Kalanithi, not unlike other nonmedical writers facing unexpected suffering, seeks to 
situate his intimate viewpoint within a greater tradition of literature and storytelling [26, 
27]. In this sense, Kalanithi writes not to share his insights as a physician dying of cancer 
but to make sense of his life. He is, to paraphrase narrative ethicist Martha Montello, 
telling a story he can live with [28]. However, Kalanithi’s story also provides an important 
counterpoint to the narratives in Gawande’s Being Mortal. Gawande and other physicians 
who have written about encounters with patients and family members at the end of life 
tend to idealize a certain type of death and a certain type of patient—one who 
courageously but passively submits to mortality [29, 30]. While it is no doubt true that 
American medicine has historically failed to help patients set realistic goals when cure is 
unlikely, Kalanithi’s writing creates a space for patients who do not believe that fighting 
until the end (with the hope of a miraculous cure) and hoping for a peaceful death are 
mutually exclusive. This is the double-edged sword of physician-as-patient illness 
narratives—that these narratives may be exalted as the “right” way to approach illness. 
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The Role of Narrative in Medical Education 
Physician illness narratives align with the increasingly popular practice in all levels of 
medical education to encourage empathy through reflective writing in journals, 
portfolios, “critical incident reports,” and the imagined autobiographies of patients [31-
33]. Some health care educators encourage students to write narratives of their own 
illness experiences in part as a means of counteracting the myth of the impossibly 
healthy physician [34] and to better recognize the complex embodiment of trainees in 
terms of not only illness but also race, ethnicity, and gender [34-36], which, along with 
ability, may be bound up in the myth of the physician or physician-in-training as healthy 
and otherwise normative. Writing about experiences of illness—their patients’ and their 
own—can help health care professionals develop the moral imagination necessary to 
understand and be moved to action by patients’ suffering. Physicians who write about 
their own illness may develop their capacity not only to empathize with patients but also 
to cope with personal suffering. 
 
However, writing that focuses on personal experience, whether as a physician or patient, 
risks becoming an end in itself. Physician illness narratives may also inadvertently 
promote the ideal of the heroic physician, adding poignancy and courageous empathy to 
the archetypal characteristics of knowledge, expertise, and strength. Furthermore, 
physician writers may lack the humility necessary to recognize the limits of their own 
experiences when trying to understand and empathize with their patients. Physicians 
will always have more power than their patients in clinical settings, and they wield a 
significant amount of social capital outside those settings. Their writing, therefore, 
always holds the potential to pull the focus away from patients rather than to deepen 
their understanding of them [37]. Writing and publishing about patients should involve 
an ethical analysis that begins with questions such as who benefits the most and 
whether the publication comes at a cost to patients [38]. 
 
Conclusion 
A fundamental question to ask of this genre is whether physician authors will always 
expand their own authority, even when writing to empower patients. For those whose 
social standing and role in the clinical setting grant them influence and control, writing 
about themselves could, at the very least, distract from the needed focus on patients. 
Thus it is critical to foreground illness narratives written by nonphysicians, particularly 
those who frame their experiences, and the writing itself, in explicitly political terms. A 
famous example of this is Audre Lorde’s Cancer Journals [39], which begins with a chapter 
called “The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action,” an analysis of the 
harms and benefits, to the author and others, of writing about her experience of cancer. 
Lorde observes that “I have come to believe over and over again that what is most 
important to me must be spoken, made verbal and shared, even at the risk of having it 
bruised or misunderstood. That the speaking profits me, beyond any other effect” [40]. 
She goes on to say that, once she received her cancer diagnosis, she regretted her 
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former “silences.” She says, “My silences had not protected me. Your silence will not 
protect you. But for every . . . attempt I had ever made to speak those truths for which I 
am still seeking, I had made contact with other women while we examined the words to 
fit a world in which we all believed, bridging our differences” [40]. Lorde reminds us that, 
while we must weigh the risks of telling our stories—including who tells the stories and 
how—the greatest harm is silence and the greatest benefit is solidarity. By placing 
physician illness narratives alongside those of patients without professional medical 
training, we build bridges across differences through solidarity. 
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